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A quantitative meta‑analysis 
comparing cell models in perfused 
organ on a chip with static cell 
cultures
Martin Dufva 

As many consider organ on a chip for better in vitro models, it is timely to extract quantitative 
data from the literature to compare responses of cells under flow in chips to corresponding static 
incubations. Of 2828 screened articles, 464 articles described flow for cell culture and 146 contained 
correct controls and quantified data. Analysis of 1718 ratios between biomarkers measured in cells 
under flow and static cultures showed that the in all cell types, many biomarkers were unregulated by 
flow and only some specific biomarkers responded strongly to flow. Biomarkers in cells from the blood 
vessels walls, the intestine, tumours, pancreatic island, and the liver reacted most strongly to flow. 
Only 26 biomarkers were analysed in at least two different articles for a given cell type. Of these, the 
CYP3A4 activity in CaCo2 cells and PXR mRNA levels in hepatocytes were induced more than two‑fold 
by flow. Furthermore, the reproducibility between articles was low as 52 of 95 articles did not show 
the same response to flow for a given biomarker. Flow showed overall very little improvements in 2D 
cultures but a slight improvement in 3D cultures suggesting that high density cell culture may benefit 
from flow. In conclusion, the gains of perfusion are relatively modest, larger gains are linked to specific 
biomarkers in certain cell types.

The motivation for organ on a chip (OOC) is that it is believed to reproduce human physiology and human 
molecular biology in vitro better than traditional cell culture  methodology1–3. A key driver for OOC is that 
experimental animals does not translate well to humans in drug  development4,5.

The traditional cell culture system (plates, flasks, Transwells, Fig. 1) is well known. It is modular, easy to use, 
standardised, aimable to automation and commercially available. Nearly all cell culture protocols and medi-
ums compositions are developed for static cultures. While a well or plate seems like a trivial device, it can be 
modified with hydrogels enabling co-cultures and 3D cultures. It can also be modified with Transwell  inserts6 
to connect different cell types and to create barriers. The combination of hydrogels with Transwell inserts allows 
for triple cocultures to model the brain, intestinal absorption, or neuroprotective effects of mesenchymal stem 
cells,  respectively7–9. The Transwell concept can be extended to multilayers or multi-compartments10,11 to con-
nect more tissues. They are however still static in nature which affect mass transport and there is furthermore 
no shear. This may affect functions of cells as well as the kinetics of reactions. However,  shear12,13 and  mixing11, 
which typically are the strong points of microfluidics, have been demonstrated in plates using rocker systems 
or orbital shakers. Orbital shakers achieved > 10 dyne/cm2 at the periphery of a wide diameter well and aligned 
and activated endothelial  cells12,13. Hence, using simple means, wells and plates can provide some features that 
often are associated with microfluidics such as interconnected tissues and in some cases shear and mixing. The 
fluidic control is however challenging, and some features cannot be done such as stable gradients over time for 
migrations studies (Fig. 1).

Organs on a chip (OOC) uses by contrast microfluidics solutions to provide physical cues such as shear and 
increased mass transfer which requires flow (Fig. 1). These chips may provide more relevant cell models than a 
simpler batch  cultures1,14 but a broad quantitative and data driven test of this hypothesis is lacking in the literature 
despite numerous reviews of the field.

Microfluidic systems consist of a chip, a pumping mechanism and interconnections between the chip and 
the pumping mechanism. Therefore, these systems are complicated especially when reaching high degree of 
 parallelisation15,16. Hence the gain of flow control comes with the price of complexity. There are several indications 
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that flow is advantageous. For instance, endothelial cells are sensitive to shear stress with associated changes in 
morphology and molecular  profile17–19. Intestinal epithelial cells are exposed to much lower shear but also that 
can induce changes in cell function like secretion of mucus or induction of 3D  growth20,21. There are several 
chips that models the  intestine21 and  lung22. These chips are very similar to Transwell inserts as they contain a 
membrane that divides a larger flow chamber into an upper and lower chamber that are individually perfused 
(Fig. 1). The chips are either made entirely of  PDMS20 or using a Transwell type of membranes for cell culture in 
combination with other  materials21. The lung can be modelled using air liquid interface on  chip22,23. As PDMS 
chips are flexible, contractions can be simulated using over and under pressure to stretch the cells to improve 
the  function22,24. Another key feature of organ on a chip technology, which does not require continuous flow, is 
the ability to position cells in 2D or 3D with micrometre precision. Many of these chips are operated without 
flow and are therefore not covered in this meta-analysis.

A very attractive development in terms of usability is to use fluidic hybrids where organ models are added 
to fluidic network as individual Transwell like  inserts25,26. This fluidic architecture is compatible with many if 
not most technologies in tissue engineering and regenerative  medicine27,28. Chips driven by gravity, so called 
pumpless chips, are also an interesting alternative for some applications because of the ease of use and the sim-
plicity to scale the number of  cultures29–33. Importantly, the flow can be made  unidirectional32,34 to ensure that 
cells are exposed to the same flow direction all the time. There are possibilities to interconnect up to 14 organs 
together with pumpless  fluidics35,36 or Transwell/fluid  hybrids25,26 which would model a large part of the human 
physiology.

Culturing cells in microfluidics systems has been done for decades with increasing scientific output every 
year. With that large body of articles about cell culture on chip, it is possible to make a quantitative comparative 
study across the literature between perfused cultures in chips and corresponding static cultures. The pertinent 
question is: does the complexity and expense of perfused microfluidics cell culture systems pay off in terms of 
the functions of the resulting cell model?

Methods
PubMed central (https:// pubmed. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov/) was searched with the search strings presented in and in 
Fig. 2A and Supplementary Table S1. The inclusion criteria were articles published 2021 and earlier where the 
authors have used perfusion through a chip or recirculation within a chip for cell culture, have compared dynamic 
incubation to a proper static control, and have collected quantitative data. The static control was either a well, 
plate, Transwells or the chip itself. Graphs were copied into Keynote (Apple Inc.) and a line was used to read 
the graph on the Y-axis. If the axis scale was difficult to use directly, pixel counting of distances in the respective 
graphs was used. A benchmark between the pixel counting method and the quicker direct read showed a devia-
tion of less than 5%. The data were transferred into Microsoft Excel for analysis. Supplementary Tables S1–S4 
contain all the extracted data. The data were analysed as described in the result section using Excel functions 
such as t-test (paired, two tails), median and average. Time series were analysed by forming a ratio between flow 

Figure 1.  Overview of different cell culture methods. The green tick marks indicate which conditions that were 
included in the meta-analysis. Chips can be operated in many ways. The medium passes the cells only once in 
perfused chips. Alternatively, the medium is recirculated using either one directional or two directional flows. 
Recirculation is a form of batch culture with, normally, a larger medium to cell ratio than to wells and flasks. The 
traditional culture box indicates configurations to obtain similar functionalities as in the corresponding chips. 
Many of the plate/well controls could be agitated to provide better mass transfer (mixing) or shear but these 
controls were not generally used in the literature.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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and static culture at each time point. So, one time series resulted in many ratios. Every second point was used 
especially for time series with > 5 time points. The same strategy was used for dilution series. The motivation for 
that approach was a balance of over sampling from one article and under sampling by just including for instance 
end points or maximum difference. It should be noted that in many cases, the cultures were treated in some 
way for the cell to react and therefore the ratio did not only reflect “normal” cell culture vs corresponding flow-
based culture but also the perturbed cultures. Each point in such a treatment matrix (control and treatment X, 
Y and Z) was calculated as a ratio between perfusion and static culture for the same exposures to see if perfusion 
enhanced the treatment or not. Hence, the ratio shows the deviation in response in static and dynamic cultures 
respectively but otherwise treated in the same way.

Results and discussion
Description of the collected data. A literature review was made with the aim to extract quantitative data 
where microfluidic cultures under flow were compared to corresponding batch cultures. 2828 articles were found 
(Fig. 2A,B, Supplementary Table S1) using first a wide unbiased search criteria and then a second search focus-
ing on some tissues (adipocytes, vessels, intestine, liver, kidney, cardiac, bone, chondrocytes). A third search was 
performed where the more modern term “organ on a chip” keyword was used. This search terms overlapped 
greatly with the keyword “micro physiological system”. The selection for relevant articles was done on the title 
and abstract level and out of the 2828 articles, 464 articles describe usage of perfusion in cell culture. Many of the 
articles that were not included in the primary selection described droplet fluidics, integrated sensors, or static 
microfluidics cells culture. These articles had no data on perfusion, lacked cell culture data or lacked a suitable 
static control and were therefore excluded. After reading the 464 selected articles, 175 articles were shown to 
have the correct controls in term of static culture in “wells” (cell culture plate, dishes, wells, Transwells) or the 
“chip” itself. Of these,  9515,20–22,37–126 were selected as they included quantitative data from wells as controls and 
did not include physical cues like stretching the cell layer or electrodes for electrical stimulations. An additional 
51 usable articles were found where the authors have used chip as static controls to the corresponding perfused 
 chips44,52,59,70,81,115,119,127–170. The “well” and “chip” groups were compared to evaluate the impact of the chip mate-
rial and confined cell culture spaces. Static incubation on chip will measure effects of very small medium height 
above the cells. Often, the chambers in the chips are only 100–200 µm high compared to wells where the medium 
above the cells is 1–2 mm high. Chips might also have low  O2/CO2 exchange rates compared to open wells and 
perfusion which would affect both the pH and the respiration. The cell culture conditions that were included in 
the quantitative analyses are annotated with a tick mark in Fig. 1. The only feature that is not easily achieved in 
static cultures is a continuous stable gradient of factors that are used to investigate for instance migration and 

Figure 2.  Summary of the study. (A) flow diagram of the selection of articles. (B) The number of scientific 
articles screened and selected. (C) The number of articles using the respective tissue. (D) The number of data 
points where the significance was tested and on which level. “NS”—tested but no significance “No stat”—no 
statistical test was performed. (E) The number of biomarker ratios per tissue that could be calculated from the 
data in the literature.
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differentiations. It is noteworthy that so many articles describing perfusion cell cultures did not contain the cor-
rect static controls and therefore did not provide data to the study. My own reasons for not using static controls 
were either that the engineering the platform or chip was the  focus16,171 or that the biology required perfusion 
cultures as the correct  control172. Many authors seem to have made similar decisions.

Cells from different tissues are not covered equally much in the literature (Fig. 2C, blue bars). The shear 
sensitive barrier tissues such as intestine, lung, kidney and vessels are overrepresented. The metabolic active 
liver is also well represented in the literature. The number of articles with chips as static control follows the same 
bias in tissue usage (Fig. 2C, yellow bars). The number of extracted biomarkers data points per tissue correlates 
with the number of articles per tissue (Fig. 2E). However, frequency plots show a large spread in the number of 
biomarker data points gathered in the respective article (Supplementary Fig. 1). The largest fraction of articles 
had only up to five biomarker ratios described.

The statistical significance of the ratios in the respective article were also recorded (Fig. 2D). About half of the 
ratios between flow and the corresponding static culture in the literature were tested for statistical significance. 
Few showed high statistical significance in the differences between static and flow cultures for a biomarker and 
relatively many showed no statistical significance in biomarker response. This indicates that the data supporting 
that flow in chips is providing a benefit to the cell culture, is statistically weak and needs further investigations.

Effects of perfusion. Extracted data were plotted in scatter plots to identify larger trends in the effects of 
perfusion. There is a linear relationship between the data from the dynamic chips and the corresponding static 
controls (Fig. 3A,C). The scattering suggests that flow had an impact on the activity of some biomarkers but not 
all. The box quartile plots (Fig. 3B,D) show that only the median statistic (dash) differed between flow and static 
incubations respectively. Hence, flow incubations might give a better performance compared to static cultures, 
but increased performance is likely associated with few biomarkers or cell types as indicated by the outliers and 
whiskers.

Figure 3.  (A) Scatter plot of raw extracted data from well static controls and chips under perfusion or 
recirculation (Dynamic cultures). The axes show log2 transformed data. (B) Corresponding boxplot of the data 
in (A). (C) Scatter plot of raw extracted data from chip static controls and perfused chips. (D) Corresponding 
boxplot of the data in (C). The median biomarker ratio value per tissue for the wells (E) and chip static controls 
(F) respectively on a linear scale. “All” means all data and “> 0.7” means raw data that forms a ratio above 0.7 
when biomarker activity obtained in a chip under flow is divided with the respective static control. *P < 0.05, 
**P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 using t-test on raw data on from dynamic and static culture respectively.
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The ratios between the microfluidic value and the corresponding static culture were calculated (see Sup-
plementary Tables S2 and S3) to assess effects of dynamic incubation in chips. Furthermore, the datasets were 
binned into different cell types to identify if flow was beneficial to cells from one tissue but not others. The 
median ratios are all between 1 and 2 on the linear scale using wells or chips as static controls suggesting only 
a minor positive effect of dynamic incubations (Fig. 3E,F). The exception is pancreas, but this observation is 
based on only one article.

Since a chip under flow can have positive effect resulting in a fraction lower than 1 (for instance permeability 
over the intestine wall where the improved barrier function results in lower permeability) these lower ratios 
would even out the high ratios in the analysis and hence the net effect would be close to a ratio of 1 (as suggested 
in Fig. 3E,F). Therefore, the biomarkers giving rise to lower numerical values by flow were removed using a < 0.7 
ratio cut-off. These cut-offs were used to allow for natural variations around 1 but also remove data of biomark-
ers that results in down regulations even if the down regulation is a good feature. Removing the ratio < 0.70 
results in a higher median ratio value for some tissue (intestine, lung, vessel, liver, and stem cells) as compared 
to the whole data set (Fig. 3E,F, light coloured bars. Most tissues have more than 20 observations (Fig. 2E), so it 
was valid to calculate a students paired t-tests between raw data from the chip with flow and the corresponding 
static controls for the respective tissue. Statistically significant effects (P < 0.05) across the literature are observed 
in cells from tissues that were exposed to shear (intestine, vessel) and tissues with known high metabolic rates 
(liver) in vivo (Fig. 3E,F).

The data was split into wells as static controls (Blue, Fig. 4) and chips as static controls (Yellow, Fig. 4) and 
plotted as log2 transformed boxplots. This gave an insight into the spread of the ratio and therefore indicate the 
degree of regulation of biomarkers per tissue. Many tissues including those exposed to shear in the body seem 
to have most of the data points closely scattered around 0 (Log2(1)) suggesting that many of the investigated 
biomarkers in the respective tissue are not regulated by flow. Many tissues have whiskers above 1 and below − 1 
respectively suggesting that several biomarkers are somewhat regulated by flow. Furthermore, many tissues have 

Figure 4.  Boxplots of biomarker regulation (log2 ratio) in different tissues by flow. Blue shows the data 
with wells as static controls and yellow shows data with chips as static controls. “n” indicates the number of 
observations for wells as static controls and “m” indicated the number of observations for chips as static control 
for the respective biomarker. “n” and “m” are also reported in Fig. 2E that gives a better overview. Lightly grey 
shaded area around 0 indicate two-fold up and down regulation respectively (log2(2) = 1 and log2(0.5) = − 1). 
Darker grey shaded area around of indicate 0.7–1.4-fold regulation (log2(~ 0.7) = − 0.5 to log2(~ 1.4) = 0.5) 
respectively.
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outliers (dots) suggesting that there are some biomarkers that are strongly regulated by flow. It is however not 
consistent as some regulation seem to happen with wells as control but not chips as control and vice versa. The 
reason is likely that too few papers are contributing to a specific tissue (Fig. 2C) or that different cell types or 
other experimental conditions might dominate the results instead of flow (see also below).

Distributions of biomarker ratio. The distributions of ratios were plotted, and skewness and kurtosis 
were calculated (Fig. 5) to get a detailed picture of impact of flow and possible bias. The most common ratio 
interval is from − 0.5 to 0 (log2 scale, Fig. 5A) but the distribution mostly followed a normal distribution. The 
chip as static control has similar distribution as the wells as control. 62% of the data points fall within a ratio range 
of 0.5–2 (linear scale) for the well controls. Corresponding value is 58% for chip controls. 38% and 32% respec-
tively of the data points are within the range of ~ 0.70–1.4 (Fig. 5B,D). It is a similar pattern for the “mRNA” and 
“No-mRNA” subsets for both the wells as control and the chip as control. The skewness was calculated and shows 
the “All” data set is skewed towards + 1 (Fig. 5C) suggesting that overall, the biomarker chosen typically reacted 
positively to flow. However, mRNA data has also a skewness of + 1 while the “No mRNA” dataset has skewness of 
less than 1 (Fig. 5C). The chip as control shows similar pattern to wells as controls (Fig. 5E) but skewness is even 
more pronounced. Therefore, it is the large set of mRNA biomarkers that contribute largely to the positive skew-
ness of the data sets (Fig. 5C,E) and may explain the improvement induced by flow in some tissues (Figs. 3E,F 
and 4). The kurtosis analysis suggests that all log2 transformed distributions are close to a normal distribution 
(value of 3, Fig. 5C,E). However, the kurtosis is larger than 3 so there is a tendency that more biomarkers are not 
regulated than would be expected from a normal distribution. In conclusion, this suggests that many biomarkers 
are unregulated by flow and just a few shows stronger regulations.

Boxplots of the regulation of individual biomarker classes show that some biomarkers classes responded to 
flow as indicated by large spread of box and whiskers around 0 (log2(1)) (Fig. 6). Examples are cell metabolism, 
mRNA, protein, cell physiology parameters, and transport. Others had low spread around 0 suggesting no or little 
response to flow. Examples are viability, cell proliferation, and shape. All biomarker classes have some outliers 
suggesting that there are responses to flow in unique cases. The chips as static controls and the wells as static 
controls have mostly the same pattern indicating no large bias of one control over the other.

Figure 5.  Analysis of biomarker distributions of Log2(ratio) data. (A) Histograms showing the distribution of 
ratio for biomarkers. “All” includes all the biomarker data from wells (blue) and chips (yellow) as static control, 
respectively. “No mRNA” is all the biomarkers but excluding the mRNA data. “mRNA” only includes mRNA 
data. (B) The number of observations within a given ratio interval on the linear scale. Strong blue includes all 
ratios, medium blue includes ratio interval log2(~ 0.7) = − 0.5 to log2(~ 1.4) = 0.5 and light blue includes the 
ratio interval log2(0.5) = − 1 to log2(2) = 1. (C) Calculated skewness and kurtosis on the respective distributions 
for wells as control using the respective data subset described in (A). (D) The number of observations in each 
ratio interval for chip control. See (B) for interval explanations. (E) Calculated skewness and kurtosis on the 
respective distributions for chips as controls.
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One explanation for that biomarker class generally do not show large regulations would be that specific mark-
ers of key functions have not been measured or that key regulated markers are few as compared to the measured 
non-regulated markers. This would make the data set biased towards non-regulated biomarkers and thus would 
collectively dominate the statistics. However, Fig. 5 suggests that > 40% of the biomarkers are regulated by flow 
to some extent which may indicate a positive selection bias towards regulated biomarkers but that is not affecting 
the median ratio value much (Figs. 2E,F and 4). Hence the data supports a model where cells under flow are in 
most cases the same as in static controls but differs on some key biomarkers.

It is, however, possible that cells under flow are in an adaption process from static cultures and it is expected 
that adaption should be observed firstly on the mRNA level and then on the cell physiology level as the latter 
demands many gene transcriptional changes. The observed flat mRNA distributions (Fig. 5) support this notion. 
If that is the case, the flow might have larger impact than currently being measured, but it also means that cells 
must be maintained under dynamic regime before a flow experiment. There is no article in the data set that 
subculture cells under dynamic conditions prior to the chip experiment.

Identifying specific biomarkers that are regulated by flow. Next, biomarkers that were measured 
in at least two independent articles and on the same or similar cell types were identified. Here the data from 
the chip and wells were pooled to identify biomarker that where consistently regulated by flow (Fig. 7, Sup-
plementary Table S3). 26 biomarkers were analysed in at least two different articles for a given cell type. Only 
the CYP3A4 activity in Caco2 cells and PXR mRNA in hepatocytes were consistently upregulated by flow across 
the literature (Fig. 7) using a stringent cut-off of more or less than twofold regulation. A less stringent classifica-
tion suggest that eight biomarkers were consistently regulated by flow, and some are expected such as CYP3A4 
mRNA expression in hepatocytes. This gene is known to be induced by some  chemicals173 and the effective 
concentration of chemicals will be higher with mixing or flow. Several biomarkers were consistently unaffected 
by flow (Fig. 7) such as TEER in both endothelium and epithelium. It is noteworthy that TEER in Caco2 cells is 
not affected by flow suggesting that some parameters are affected (CYP3A4 activity) and others are not (TEER) 
in the same cell line. The reason is unclear, but one explanation is that the CYP3A4 activity is limited by the 
mass transfer of the substrate under static conditions. The flow will increase the mass transfer rate and thereby 
explain the apparent increase in activity. Many biomarkers were inconsistently regulated by flow both using a 
stringent or less stringent classification. Analysing the article-by-article distribution per biomarker and cell type 
(Supplementary Fig. 3) suggested that distributions in 52 of totally 95 articles in this subset did not overlap for 
a given biomarker. This suggest a large lab-to-lab variation. One is albumin secretion in hepatocytes where the 
same cell type reacts differently as indicated by the large spread (Fig. 7). However, the between article-to-article 
variation of albumin secretion is also large (Supplementary Fig. 3). Analysing the article where albumin was 
induced suggests that the static chip control performed very poorly in many  parameters169. This suggests that 
poor performance of the static control perhaps in combination with a true upregulation of the activity gives col-
lectively the appeared better performance of flow. Hence this chip architecture, perhaps due to the very small 

Figure 6.  Regulation of biomarker classes by flow. The data is log2 transformed. Blue shows wells as static 
controls and yellow shows chips as static controls. “Cell physiology” include a collection of higher-level cell 
functions not covered by the other functions in the figure. “n” indicates the number of observations for wells 
as static controls and “m” indicated the number of observations for chips as static control for the respective 
biomarker. Lightly grey shaded area around 0 indicate two-fold up and down regulation respectively (log2(2) = 1 
and log2(0.5) = − 1). Darker grey shaded area around of indicate 0.7–1.4-fold regulation (log2(~ 0.7) = − 0.5 to 
log2(~ 1.4) = 0.5) respectively.
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volumes used, was very dependent on flow to provide suitable cell culture conditions. I another  paper85, the flow 
seems to affect CYP3A4 activity in hepatocytes negatively (Fig. 7, Supplementary Fig. 3). The reason is likely that 
the cells in the static controls were grown as spheroids that apparently had higher activity than cell on the chip 
under flow. There are other possible reasons for inconsistent regulations such as cell to cell variability, different 
flow velocities of the medium, chip materials and architecture that might differ between the different articles.

Impact of flow regimes and 2D and 3D cultures. Cell classes and perfusion classes were next analysed 
to see if there was any pattern between for instance rapidly dividing cells lines and the perfusion method. There-
fore, the data was split into primary cells, cell lines (immortalised) and stem cells, respectively. These where split 
into chip static controls, and perfusion or recirculation using wells as controls. All cell classes and perfusion 
methods have a narrow ratio distribution close to 1 indicating that the perfusion type is mostly not affecting 
function (Fig. 8A–C). This suggest that in all conditions, including all static cultures even in chips, cells were 
normally fed sufficiently. The whiskers and outliers indicate as usual that specific biomarkers are sensitive to 
flow. However, an ANOVA test of 3D vs 2D growth in perfusion and in recirculation respectively using data from 
wells as controls indicated a statistical difference. A t-test for each pair suggested that perfusion of 3D cultures 
had higher activities of the cells (green bar Fig. 8D). Except for this case, it seems that cells are nearly indifferent 
to the perfusion or feeding strategy. This means that we can expect that cells mostly behave the same in fluidics 
as compared to static cultures and only some biomarkers are affected by flow. Exceptions are when flow breaks 
paracrine signalling which may have large consequence for cell  function172.

The magnitude of flow rate and resulting shear was furthermore investigated (Supplementary 
Fig. 4)115,130,145,151,164. It appears that some biomarkers reacted strongly to increased shear (or feeding) induced 
by higher flow rates while other biomarkers barely reacted. It should be noted that only 5 of the included 146 
articles analysed the magnitude of shear or feeding rate on cellular functions suggesting that further optimisa-
tion should be done.

The most medium restricted cell culture condition is the static chip control due to the limited amount of 
medium in the system. The chip static controls are likely successful because the most common chip material is 
the gas permeable PDMS which would ensure sufficient  O2 exchange even during the culture in shallow channels. 

Figure 7.  Log2 ratio boxplots for each specific biomarker and cell type. The data from chips and wells as 
controls were pooled for the respective biomarker. “m” indicates the number of publications and “n” indicates 
the total number of observations in the publications for the respective biomarker. Lightly grey shaded area 
around 0 indicate two-fold up and down regulation respectively (log2(2) = 1 and log2(0.5) = − 1). Darker grey 
shaded area around of indicate 0.7–1.4-fold regulation (log2(~ 0.7) = − 0.5 to log2(~ 1.4) = 0.5). The specific 
biomarkers were categorised into three classes based on the deviation from two-fold regulations (stringent) or 
being above 0 (less stringent). If a biomarker had observations both inside and outside the light grey area, they 
were classified as inconsistently regulated.
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Calculating the glucose usage during 24 h from 2D cell culture  data174, suggests that 100–200 µm medium height 
above the cells per day is used up which is often the height of the medium column above the cells in a chip. In 
most cases, the medium was exchanged every day in chip controls suggesting that cells are fed sufficiently even 
in static chips. Hence medium is not limiting many of the functions of cells in chips in static cultures. This is 
expected as the cell medium has been optimised for static incubations of 2D cultures and is therefore relatively 
rich. The metabolic rate of other substrates such as those metabolised by CYP enzymes (Fig. 7) might, by contrast, 
be diffusion limited, which might explain higher activities under perfusion of substrates for CYP3A4. Diffusion 
limitations might also explain the advantage of perfusion on 3D cultures as static culture or recirculation might 
create a diffusion limited feeding due to the many cell layers in for instance spheroids.

If diffusion limitation is the reason for improved activities, the wells could be agitated using minor invest-
ments like the setup used for drug transport studies which essentially is an orbital shaker or a rocker unit in an 
incubator. It is striking that of the 95 articles with well controls, 94 used static batch cultures as controls and 1 
used agitate wells as controls. Agitation using for instance an orbital shaker would nearly remove any vertical 
and time gradients of secreted factors, waste, and nutrients.

Considerations for transition to microfluidics based systems. Moving into the field of microfluid-
ics-based cell culture is costly, has a steep learning curve and hampers the throughput so before taking the step, 
there are many considerations to do based on this meta-analysis. Firstly, do not expect the cells to be widely 
different from the corresponding batch cultures at least not when grown under flow for relatively short periods. 
This is despite the exposure of shear, improved mass transfer, and exposure to other cell growth substrate such 
as PDMS. This suggests that most of the prior knowledge collected from static cultures of the respective cell 
models can be applied. Secondly, ensure that the biomarker in question is reacting to flow or shear in a way that 
improves the desired function sufficiently much. The literature is far from clear (see Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 7) in this 
respect nor is it clear that necessary optimisations regarding the magnitude of flow rate applied has been done 
(Supplementary Fig. 4). In that context, the observed variation in responses in the respective article (Fig. 7 and 
Supplementary Fig. 3) to flow might be lab to lab variation and different sources of cells as well as the differences 
in the chip design or how it was operated. Thirdly, medium optimisations are very rarely done in combination 
with flow and hence there is a risk of over feeding rare compounds such as differentiation  factors172 which may 
result in waste or even decreased cellular function. Diffusion limited situations such as 3D cultures and possibly 
CYP3A4 metabolic activity (Figs. 7 and 8) may react positively to perfusion where constant new medium sup-
ply is provided. However, perfusion where the medium passes only once is very costly. At 10 µl/min, a chip uses 
14.4 mL in 24 h but lower flow rates such as 1 µl/min might be sufficient, or the medium can be recirculated 
without large effects excepts at very large cell densities (Fig. 8). Even in recirculation setups, the dead volume 
are often larger than in static cultures due to large dead volumes. Another drawback of high medium usage is 
that analytes are diluted. While OOC claims physiological relevance, the medium to cell ratio is not nearly the 
ratio between blood/interstitial fluid to cell ratio in the body which may affect pharmacometrics but also the 
concentration of secreted autocrine and paracrine factors which will be too diluted to activate cells. Fourthly, 
evaluate the throughput needed. Pumps and chips are expensive. Investigate if there are other commercial cell 
culture devices available including gravity-based systems such as those from Mimetas, inSphero and Akita or 
even mixing plates through agitation or similar solutions, that allows for higher throughput and provide some if 
not most of the benefits of pump-based microfluidics. Fifthly, does the coculture and positioning of the respec-
tive cell type need micro-meter precision to simulate a tissue? This is one of the stronger points of microfluidics 
but as illustrate here (Fig. 8) does not necessary require perfusion to provide excellent cell models (not reviewed 
here but warrants a similar meta-analysis). As mentioned above, cruder cell positioning is also possible in plates 
and  Transwells7–9. Finally, is it desirable to connect different organs or tissue models together and is the medium 
routing speed and volume between tissue models important? The different OOC coculture models are challeng-
ing and is highly driven by  pharmacometrics56,58,89,109,138 rather than other types of organ-to-organ communica-
tion that does not necessary involve the liver for breakdown of compounds. The pharmacodynamics is often fast 
such as hours or less while endo- and paracrine signalling could be far slower and could likely be supported by 
slower means of transport than flow such as diffusion over short distances.

Figure 8.  Box plots of ratio of different cell classes under perfusion where the medium passes the chips once 
with wells as control (A), is recirculated on chip with wells as control (B) or perfused using a chip as control (C). 
(D) Comparison of perfusion, recirculation on 2D and 3D cultures respectively using wells as controls.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, the evidence that chips need to be perfused is weak due to lack of statistics in the respective 
articles (Fig. 2D). Although, the cross-literature analysis performed here suggest some possible gains by flow 
(Figs. 3, 4, 5) but in all cases except a few (Fig. 7), these gains have not been verified by another laboratory. Cells 
from tissues reacting to shear or have high metabolic rate in vivo is overrepresented in the literature (Fig. 2). 
These tissues are also those that show some effects of flow (Figs. 3, 4, 5). Factors that likely are affecting gains 
are the cell types used (Fig. 4) and biomarker investigated (Fig. 7). It is more difficult to link gains to method of 
incubation except for 3D cultures that work slightly better under perfusion (Fig. 8). Is the complex chips and 
perfusion needed? The analysis suggest that it is, but only in some specific cases using some specific cell types 
and biomarker combinations.

Data availability
All data generated or analysed during this study are included in this published article and its supplementary 
information files.
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